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NEW RELEASES

INFO QUIZ™

INFO QUIZ is a universal quizzing program

designed for all types of teaching, training

and tutoring. Us fast-paced action tests your

knowledge of important facts, answers, for

mulas, or anything else that you need to

learn fast.

INFO QUIZ allows you to learn material and

then test your knowledge. In the teaching

mode. INFO QUIZ will display the correct

answer each time you make the wrong

selection. In the competition mode. INFO

QUIZ will keep score while you are being

tested. You score depends on how fast you

select the correct answer. But don't make

snap decisions - each wrong answer

deducts valuable points! Play either mode

by yourself or with a friend.

MAKE YOUR OWN QUESTIONS

INFO QUIZ is equipped with a built-in

question editor, allowing you to create

your own question sets and save

them two disk. This easy-to-use

editor lets you combine over

500 questions in a single

setl

1001 USES

Because of

its built in

editor, INFO QUIZ can be used for virtually

any kind of training or tuloring. High school

students can use it to study for exams or

even an SAT test. Use INFO QUIZ to study

for your CPA, or a driver's test. INFO QUIZ

is the perfect teaching tool for Sunday school

teachers, counselors, corporate training

courses, extra help tutors and libraries.

■ Quiz yourself or compete against a friend

■ Learn new material or test you knowledge

■ Over 500 questions already included

Easy-to-use built in question editor

System requirements: IBM XT.

AT, PS/2, and 100% compatibles.

384K RAM, DOS 2.11 or higher.

Monochrome or Color monitor.

CE313

IBM 5.25"' or 3.5"

$39.95



NEW RELEASES

SPACE CONQUEST:

A GALACTIC ODYSSEY™

Available in five versions!

The year is 2112. Your ship has just arrived

at the Neublinn galaxy. The Association of

Solar Systems (AOSS) have given you

orders to colonize a section of nine solar

systems to AOSS specifications. As a

veteran Captain of over 12 years, you sigh at

the thought of yet another routine mission.

Suddenly your senses come to attention as

a transmission from your commanding

officer begins scrolling over the

communications screen. You slowly stand to

your feet as you read the transmission. A

powerful enemy vessel known as the

Mancer, commanded by Admiral Necro, has

just entered the Neublinn galaxy with intent

to populate the very planets that you were

ordered to colonize. The AOSS sees this as

a threat to our race, and wants the

Mancer eliminated. But How?

The Mancer is far too powerful

of a machine to be taken by

your colonization ship.

You wilt need the

support of the

surrounding

solar systems in order to assure a

successful mission. Good Luck!

■ Discover nine different solar systems

■ Scan and colonize over 80 different

planets

■ Engage in dogfights with the Mancer's

fighter crafts

System requirements: IBM Version

requires: IBM XT. AT, PS/2, and 100%

compatibles, 640K RAM, DOS 3.0 or

higher, hard drive. IBM Graphics card

(or 100% compatible) Color monitor.

Mouse or joystick is optional. Also

available in Atari 8-bit, Atari-ST,

Amiga and Apple versions.

CE359

All versions

$49.95



NEW RELEASES

ANTE-UP AT THE FRIDAY

NIGHTPOKER CLUB™

The best computerpoker game in the

world!

"The atmosphere is realistic, the play fast

and good, the opponents all too human." -

L.R. Shannon New York Times

"It wasn't as easy as I thought i! would be...

but it was fun and very entertaining. I would

definitely play it again."

Phill Hellmuth Jr. World Champion

Have you always wanted to learn how to

play poker, but didn't know where to start?

Or maybe you just need to sharpen up your

playing skills. In either case, this game is for

you!

ANTE-UP at The Friday Night Poker Club is

a poker simulation that uses a customized

artificial intelligence "engine" created exclu

sively for making poker decisions. This

engine is the foundation for each one

of the game's eight opponents.

Each opponent possesses their

own playing style and will

call, bluff, fold, check

and raise just like

real people do.

Play five card

draw,

five

"y

card stud, seven card stud, Texas Hold'em

or Dealer's choice.

■ Select S5.00, $10.00. or Pot Limit table.

The higher the limit, the better the players.

■ Take the Captain's class to learn the fund

amentals of each game and a variety of

poker terms.

■ Fully supports the Covox Speech Thing.

Hear the other players talk at the table!

Seepage 11,

System requirements: Both versions

require: IBM XT,AT.PS/2, and 100%

compatibles. DOS 3.0 or higher.

Standard Version also requires

256K RAM, 3.5" disk drive or a

hard drive. Graphics Version

also requires 512K RAM, EGA

or VGA monitor and

graphics card, a hard drive

and a Microsoft or 100%

compatible mouse.

CE353

IBM 5.25" or 3.5"

$39.95



NEW RELEASES

VIDEO POKER a la Carte™

Stunning 16 color hi-resolution graphics!

VIDEO POKER "A LA CARTE is a collection

of six popular video poker games with a twisl

- Russian playing cards, Instead of the

traditional video poker cards, we have

selected a deck of playing cards from the

Soviet Union! Choose from the six most

popular video poker games in Las Vegas.

Jacks or Better is a great way for beginners

to learn the basics of video poker.

Intermediate players may want to try your

luck with the Joker Pokeror Deuces Wild

machines. As an expert video poker player,

can you beat the Double Down or (new)

Second Chance Poker games? Those who

only play for the BIG MONEY will be

interested in our Multi-Meter Progressive

machine.

BECOMEA SKILLFUL PLAYER

Ever wonder how video poker machines

operate at nearly break-even

margins? Simply because most

video poker players are not

playing the machines

skillfully. VIDEO

POKER A LA

CARTE is a

great way

a

to learn the different machines and acquire

that skill. Enclosed is a complete Player's

Handbook that begins by teaching you the

fundamentals of each game and their odds.

FREE SLOTMACHINE INCLUDED!

Even the most serious video poker players

need a break every now and then.

Microbucks III is a one to five coin slot

machine with a payoff rate of 98.86%.

System requirements: IBM XT, AT,

PS/2, and 100% compatibles, 256K

RAM, DOS 2.11 or higher, EGA or

VGA Graphics card and EGA or

VGA Color monitor. Microsoft

mechanical Mouse (or 100%

compatible) is optional.

CE358

IBM 5.25" or 3.5"

$49.95
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NEW RELEASES

LOTTERY TREND

ANALYSIS - EXPERT

EDITION™

Get the winning edge!

From the author of the original Lottery Trend

Analysis and Lottery Wheel (over 15,000

copies sold) comes the most sophisticated

lottery program on the market: LOTTERY

TREND ANALYSIS - EXPERT EDITION.

Choose from over 16 different types of

analysis including Percentage and Bracket

analysis. Co-occurrence. Hit/Miss analysis,

Dry Spell, Combination, and Floating

Average. Print your charts and graphs for

future reference. Add new winning draws

each week to keep your statistics current

and accurate. Then use the most

complete wheeling system on the

market to maximize your

winning potential for every

dollar you spend. Best

of all, LOTTERY

TREND

ANALYSIS -

EXPERT ADDITION is easy to use. Its pop

up menu interface allows you to calculate

winning probabilities in minutes!

■ Over five years of research and

development invested to assure accuracy

and completeness.

■ Complete operations manual

included

System requirements: IBM XT,

AT, PS/2, and 100% com

patibles, 512K RAM, DOS 3.0

or higher, hard drive,

Monochrome or Color

monitor. Printer

recommended.

CE360

IBM 5.25" or 3.5"

$49.95



NEW RELEASES

STOCK MARKET:

THE GAME™

Available in five versions!

Wall Street - that incredible place where

millions of dollars trade hands every day.

Ever wonder how you would do as a "stock

trader"? Here is your chance to find out!

STOCK MARKET - THE GAME is a

simulation of Wall Street's New York Stock

Exchange. Challenge up to three other

friends and see who has the "sixth sense" for

finding that stock on the rise.

■ Select from 20 different stocks including

oil companies, airlines, car manufactures

and retail stores.

■ Borrow from the bank

■ One to four players

■ Observe graphs and track

stock history

■ Varying economic

changes affects

individual stock

performance

System requirements: IBM Version

requires: IBM XT, AT. PS/2, and 100%

compatibles, 640K RAM. DOS 3.0 or

higher, hard drive. IBM Graphics card (or

100% compatible) Color monitor. Mouse or

joystick is optional. Also available in

Atari 8-bit. Atari-ST, Amiga and

Apple versions.

CE312

All versions

$29.95



ENTERTAINMENT

WORDSEARCH 2000™

WORDSEARCH 2000 is a hidden word

search game like the popular game

found in newspapers and puzzle books.

Your goal is lo find as many words in the

puzzle as possible. They could be

hidden horizontally, vertically, diagonally,

even backwards! Race against the

clock or play with a friend. Over 2000

possible puzzles!

System requirements: IBM XT, AT,

PS/2, and 100% compatibles. 256K

RAM, DOS 2.11 or higher, Monochrome

or Color monitor (or 100% compatible)

CE311 IBM 5.25" or 3.5" S9.95

CHECKERS

Also for Commodore and Apple users!

This innovative program brings the

popular board game back to life though

the use of three-dimensional graphics.

Learn by watching the computer play

itself or challenge the computer in any

of five available skill levels.

System requirements: IBM XT. AT.

PS/2, and 100% compatibles, 256K

RAM. DOS 3.0 or higher, Hercules or

IBM Color Graphics Adapter (or 100%

compatible). Apple II family and

Commodore versions require 64K

memory.

CE310 IBM 5.25" or 3.5'" $9.95

CE1402 C64/Apple II Flippy $9.95



ENTERTAINMENT

ANTE-UP AT THE

FRIDAYNIGHT

POKER CLUB™

ANTE-UP at The Friday Night Poker

Club is the best computer poker

program in the world! Play five card

draw, five or seven card stud, Texas

Hold'em or Dealer's choice. Learn

how to play poker with the built-in

tutorial. Then test your skills at the

table as your opponents bet, raise

and bluff just like you do!

System requirements: Both

versions require: IBM XT .AT .PS/2,

and 100% compatibles. DOS 3.0 or

higher. Standard Version also

requires 256K RAM. 3.5" disk drive

or a hard drive. Graphics Version

also requires 512K RAM. EGA or

VGA monitor and graphics card, a

hard drive and a Microsoft or 100%

compatible mouse.

CE353 IBM 5.25" or 3.5" $39.95

PIC TRIVIA"

It talks with the Speech Thing!

If you love trivia, you'll go crazy over

PIC TRIVIA. This high quality graphics

program uses trivia questions from

subjects such as cinema, sports, music,

television and science. Uncover the

squares to reveal a hidden picture-

puzzle, or use the bonus letters to solve

the fill-in word puzzle. It's like playing

three trivia games at the same time!

With stunning 16 color graphics. PIC

TRIVIA is made for EGA and VGA

monitors only. PIC TRIVIA also

supports the Covox Speech Thing to

produce synthesized voice!

System requirements: IBM XT, AT,

PS/2, and 100% compatibles, 256K

RAM, DOS 3.0 or higher, EGA or VGA

graphics card and monitor only!

Using the Speech Thing with PIC

TRIVIA requires 512K memory, DOS

3.0 or higher.

CE354 IBM 5.25" or 3.5" $14.95

10



ENTERTAINMENT

ANTE-UP at The Friday Night Poker Club and Pic Trivia

support the Covox Speech Thing!

Covox Speech Thing

Would you like to hear the players heckle

you at the table while playing ANTE-UP at

The Friday Night Poker Club? Maybe you

would prefer the game master on Pic-Trivia

to ask you the questions so that you don't

have to read them? Well, both are possible

with the Covox Speech Thing! The Speech

Thing is a full featured sound converter that

reproduces digitized software sound files

into high fidelity output. The Speech Thing

includes: The Speech Thing, special

software, Digital-to-Analog converter, and

plenty of pre-recorded sounds.

Covox Speech Thing

$69.95

11



ENTERTAINMENT

CROSSWORD MANIA™

This is the ultimate computer program

for crossword puzzie lovers. Start by

solving the 25 pre-made puzzles

included on the disk. When you are

finished you can use the on-disk

dictionary to create an endless supply of

new puzzles and patterns. This

vocabulary builder is the perfect addition

to everyone's software library.

System requirements: IBM XT, AT,

PS/2, and 100% compatibles. 256K

RAM. DOS 2.11 or higher. Monochrome

or Color monitor (or 100% compatible}

CE357 IBM 5.25" or 3.5" $14.95

MIND GAMES™

Games for the entire family!

Do you like trivia games? How about

cards? Are brain teasers your bag or

maybe its space and adventure you are

looking for? MIND GAMES is a

collection of ten different games that you

can play against the computer or with

others. Learn facts about our Presidents

and other famous Americans. Play card

games like cribbage and blackjack or

brain teasers like mastermind, reversal

and quibic. Destroy the enemy with your

photon torpedoes in Space Trek or make

yourself powerful and wealthy in

Kingdom. MIND GAMES is a great

game for the whole family!

System requirements: IBM XT, AT.

PS/2, and 100% compatibles, 256K

RAM, DOS 2.11 or higher, Monochrome

or Color monitor (or 100% compatible)

CE309 IBM 5.25" or 3.5" $9.95



ENTERTAINMENT

STOCK MARKET:

THE GAME™

Available in five versions!

Wall Street - that incredible place

where millions of dollars trade hands

every day. Ever wonder how you

would do as a "stock trader"? Here

is your chance to find out!

STOCK MARKET - THE GAME is a

simulation of Wall Street's New York

Stock Exchange. Challenge up to

three other friends and see who has

the "sixth sense" for finding that stock

on the rise.

System requirements: IBM Version

requires: IBM XT. AT, PS/2, and

100% compatibles, 640K RAM, DOS

3.0 or higher, hard drive, IBM

Graphics card (or 100% compatible)

Color monitor. Mouse or joystick is

optional. Also available in Atari 8-bit.

Atari-ST, Amiga and Apple versions.

CE312 All versions $29.95

SPACE CONQUEST: A

GALACTIC ODYSSEY™

Available in five versions!

You have been assigned by the

Association of Solar Systems to

colonize a section o( the galaxy.

Just another routine mission, right?

Wrong! It just so happens that your

worst enemy wants to colonize the

same space with his mindless

androids! Thefvlancerisfartoo

powerful of a machine to be taken by

your colonization ship. You will need

the support of the surrounding solar

systems in order to assure a

successful mission. Good Luck!

System requirements: IBM Version

requires: IBM XT, AT. PS/2, and

100% compatibles, 640K RAM, DOS

3.0 or higher, hard drive. IBM

Graphics card (or 100% compatible)

Color monitor. Mouse or joystick is

optional. Also available in Atari 8-bit,

Atari-ST, Amiga and Apples versions.

CE359 All versions $49.95

13



ENTERTAINMENT

LOTTERY WHEEL"

If you feel strongly about certain

numbers, or if you have generated

several '"winning" numbers from Lottery

Trend Analysis, then LOTTERY WHEEL

is for you. LOTTERY WHEEL is a true

wheeling system that uses statistical

techniques to maximize the probability of

winning the lottery while minimizing the

amount of money you need to buy

tickets. A perfect gift for any lottery lover!

Works with any "lotto" type lottery using

30 to 80 numbers.

System requirements: IBM XT, AT,

PS/2, and 100% compatibles, 512K

RAM, DOS 3.0 or higher. Monochrome

or Color monitor

CE355 IBM 5.25" or 3.5" $14.95

LOTTERY TREND

ANALYSIS™

Compute winning probabilities!

LOTTERY TREND ANALYSIS is an

extremely accurate, highly sophisticated

set of statistical tools designed to track

and graph trends and show how

numbers in a lottery are related.

LOTTERY TREND ANALYSIS comes

complete with a base set of winning

numbers for several state lotteries. Or

create your own files for "perfect"

accuracy! Works with any state "lotto"

type lottery using 30 to 80 numbers.

System requirements: IBM XT, AT.

PS/2, and 100% compatibles, 512K

RAM. DOS 3.0 or higher, Monochrome

or Color monitor

CE356 IBM 5.25" or 3.5" $14.95

WHEEl YOUR FAVORITE
NUMBERS

14



ENTERTAINMENT

VIDEO POKER a la

Carte™

Stunning 16 color hi-resolution

graphics!

VIDEO POKER 'A LA CARTE is a

collection of six popular video poker

games with a twist - Russian playing

cards. Choose from the six most

popular video poker games in Las

Vegas: Jacks or Better. Joker Poker,

Deuces Wild, Double Down. Second

Chance Poker or Multi-Meter

Progressive. Free slot machine

included!

System requirements: IBM XT, AT,

PS/2, and 100% compatibles. 256K

RAM, DOS 2.11 or higher, EGA or

VGA Graphics card and EGA or

VGA Color monitor. Microsoft

mechanical Mouse (or 100%

compatible) is optional.

CE358 IBM 5.25" or 3.5" $49.95

LOTTERY TREND

ANALYSIS - EXPERT

EDITION

Get the winning edge!

Choose from over 16 different types

of analysis including Percentage and

Bracket analysis. Co-occurrence,

Hit/Miss analysis. Dry Spell. Combin

ation, and Floating Average. Print

your charts and graphs for future

reference. Use the most complete

wheeling system on the market to

maximize your winning potential for

every dollar you spend. LOTTERY

TREND ANALYSIS - EXPERT

ADDITION is easy to use. Its pop-up

menu interface allows you to calcu

late winning probabilities in minutes!

System requirements: IBM XT, AT,

PS/2, and 100% compatibles, 512K

RAM, DOS 3.0 or higher, hard drive.

Monochrome or Color monitor.

Printer recommended.

CE360 IBM 5.25" or 3.5" $49.95

15



EDUCATIONAL

MATH CUMBERS1

Perfect for grades 1-6!

MATH CLIMBERS Is an educational

game designed to build math skills

involving whole numbers. Choose from

any of seven different levels: addition,

subtraction, multiplication, division,

mixed math, Algebra I & II. Each level

can use a base number from 1 to 99.

After selecting a level, your computer will

create math problems that continue to

scale a wall until you answer them

correctly. Also available in Commodore

and Apple II family versions!

System requirements: IBM XT, AT.

PS/2, and 100% compatibles. 256K

RAM, DOS 2.11 or higher, Monochrome

or Color monitor (or 100% compatible).

Commodore and Apple II family versions

require 64K memory.

CE303 IBM 5.25" or 3.5" $9.95

CE1403 C64/Apple Flippy S9-95

MATH CUMBERS II

Great for all ages!

Race up sets of ladders to keep ahead

of the Math Monster! MATH CLIMBERS

II is an educational game that builds

math skills involving decimals and

fractions. Climb ladders by correctly

answering addition, subtraction,

multiplication, division and algebra

problems. Scoring is designed to

encourage fast and accurate

calculations.

System requirements: IBM XT, AT,

PS/2, and 100% compatibles. 256K

RAM. DOS 2.11 or higher, Hercules or

IBM Color Graphics Adapter (or 100%

compatible)

CE301 IBM 5.35" or 3.5" $9.95

MATH CLIMBERS II
The Math Monsters

16



EDUCATIONAL

SPELL CASTLE™

Great for Pcjr users!

SPELL CASTLE is an educational game

that allows you to practice your weekly

spelling list, or use any of the 6.000

commonly misspelled words included in

the program. The object of the game is

to spell each word correctly and as soon

as possible; otherwise, the words will

gradually descend and destroy the

bridge!

System requirements: IBM PC jr. XT,

AT, PS/2, and 100% compatibles, 256K

RAM, DOS 2.11 or higher. Monochrome

or Color monitor (or 100% compatible).

Commodore and Apple II family versions

require 64K memory.

CE304 IBM 5.25" or 3.5" $9.95

READ EASY

READ EASY is an educational reading

practice game with over 60.000 different

sentences of text. There are six levels of

play corresponding lo the reading levels

of grades 1 through 6. Play begins with a

sentence displayed at the top of the

screen for you to read. Shortly, it

disappears and four similar sentences

will appear. The object of the game is to

choose which of the four sentences is

the same as the first sentence you read-

System requirements: IBM XT AT,

PS/2, and 100% compatibles, 256K

RAM. DOS 2.11 or higher. Monochrome

or Color monitor (or 100% compatible)

CE307 IBM 5.25" or 3.5" $9.95

CE1401 C64/Apple Flippy $9.95

I
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EDUCATIONAL

JUNIOR TYPER™

JUNIOR TYPER teaches touch typing

skills with the aid of graphics that show

the correct fingering for each letter.

Students practice with typing drills that

use colorful graphic pictures to make

developing accuracy and speed fun for

the young typist. The menu-driven

design enables children and students to

learn basic keyboard awareness, letter

combinations and numbers. They also

practice typing words, phrases and

sentences.

System requirements: Apple I! series,

5 1 /4" drive, 64K memory

CE206 Apple II Family $9.95

TYPE & LEARN™

Imagine: a typing tutor combined with

an amateur computer course. That's

what TYPE & LEARN is all about! As a

beginner, you will practice "home key"

drills, alphabet and number matching.

Intermediate typing includes exercises

in which you type to match computer

words and definitions. In the advanced

tutorial, you type to match paragraphs of

information about Pcs and peripherals.

A typing speed and accuracy test is also

included.

System requirements: IBM XT, AT,

PS/2, and 100% compatibles, 256K

RAM, DOS 2.11 or higher, Monochrome

or Color monitor (or 100% compatible)

CE306 IBM 5.25" or 3.5" $9.95

INFO QUIZ TM

INFO QUIZ is a universal quizzing

program designed for all types of

teaching, training and tutoring. Its fast-

paced action tests your knowledge of

important facts, answers, formulas, or

anything else that you need to learn fast.

INFO QUIZ is equipped with a built-in

question editor, allowing you to create

your own question sets and save them

two disk. INFO QUIZ is the perfect

teaching tool for sunday school teachers,

counselors, corporate training courses,

extra help tutors and libraries.

System requirements: IBM XT, AT,

PS/2, and 100% compatibles. 384K

RAM. DOS 2.11 or higher. Monochrome

or Color monitor.

CE313 IBM 5.25" or 3.5" $39.95
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HOME PRODUCTIVITY

FLOORPLAN™

Over 50,000 sold!

FLOORPLAN is a two-dimensional easy to

use architectural drawing program designed

for home users, real estate appraisers,

insurance agents and others who need the

convenience of a simple floor plan drawing

program.

FLOORPLAN is a great way to get ideas on

paper! With FLOORPLAN you can draw

walls, lines, circles, boxes, polygons, and

even plot single dots on the screen. Its

flexible features allow you to move, rotate,

copy, erase, invert, reflect and magnify

objects. A sample library o( common

household fixtures is included, making it

easier for you to add detail to the newly

created floorplan. Creative

sketchers can even design their

own icons and save them to

disk!

Just because

FLOORPLAN

is packed with features doesn't mean that it

has to be complicated. FLOORPLAN's

interface has both pop-up menus and single-

strike letter commands for simple operation.

Regardless of whether you are working with

a mouse or through the keyboard, cursor

movement and precision is easy to achieve.

FLOORPLAN supports any dot matrix

printer that emulates either an Epson or

IBM graphics mode, and will work with HP

LaserJet and compatibles.

System requirements: IBM XT, AT, PS/2 or

100% compatibles, 384K RAM, DOS 2.11 or

higher. Hercules or IBM Color Graphics

Adapter (or 100% compatible), Microsoft

mechanical mouse or 100% compati

ble is optional. Printers supported

include most IBM and Epson dot

matrix, HP LaserJet and 100%

compatibles.

CE501

IBM 5.25" or 3.5"

$49.95
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HOME PRODUCTIVITY

DREAM HOUSE™

Over 50,000 sold!

DREAM HOUSE is a simple drafting

program that enables you to design

houses, offices, patios, sheds, or

anything else that you would create

with a floor plan. Using single-strike

letter commands, you can draw

straight lines, erase them, measure

walls, or even calculate square foot

age. Save your best designs to disk.

■ Draw vertical, horizontal, or

diagonal lines at any angle

■ Optional grid overlay on 2 foot

centers

■ Cursor moves on either 2 foot or 3

inch centers

■ Screen dump your floor plan to

almost any printer

System requirements: IBM XT. AT.

PS/2, and 100% compatibles. 256K

RAM. DOS 2.11 or higher. Hercules

or IBM Color Graphics Adapter (or

100% compatible).

CE351 IBM 5.25" or 3.5" $14.95

DREAM HOUSE

DREAM HOUSE

PROFESSIONAL™

DREAM HOUSE PROFESSIONAL is

one of the quickest and easiest floor

plan drawing programs available.

Among the program's many features

are accurate square footage calculation,

automatic dimensioning, room labeling,

grid overlay and the ability to alter the

size of your drawing.

■ Define positive and negative living

space on your floor plan

■ Automatic dimension labeling for

exterior walls

■ "Oops" key lets you back up and fix

mistakes quickly

System requirements: IBM XT. AT.

PS, 2. and 100% compatibles, 256K

RAM, DOS 2.11 or higher. Hercules or

IBM Color Graphics Adapter (or 100%

compatible). Printers supported include

most IBM and Epson dot matrix. HP

LaserJet and 100% compatibles.

CE504 IBM 5.25" or 3.5" $79.95
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HOME PRODUCTIVITY

PAINTSHOP™

PAINT SHOP is the affordable

alternative for a full-featured paint

program. Draw beautiful color

screens using lines, arcs, circles,

etlipses, boxes, and polygons- Other

drawing tools let you magnify, rotate,

reflect, copy move, invert, fill and

erase your drawing. You can even

add text to label your creations.

■ Menu driven for easy-to-use

functions and features

■ Various line thicknesses and brush

types included

■ Load, save and print screen and

clipping files

System requirements: IBM XT, AT,

PS/2, and 100% compatibles, 256K

RAM, DOS 2.11 or higher, Hercules

or IBM Color Graphics Adapter (or

100% compatible). Printers supported

include most IBM and Epson dot

matrix. HP LaserJet and 100%

compatibles.

CE502 IBM 5.25" or 3.5" $14.95

MYACCOUNTANT™

MY ACCOUNTANT lets you use your

computer to maintain financial

records like checking accounts, bud

gets and financial statements. Use it

to enter checks, deposits, payments

and journal entries. MY ACCOUN

TANT gives you the ability to sort all

records, find and update transactions,

and use macros and function keys for

frequently used entries.

■ Print a variety of reports and

graphs including account

statements, finance statements,

outstanding items, account

receivables and account payables

■ Handles up to 100 separate user-

defined accounts

System requirements: IBM XT, AT,

PS/2, and 100% compatibles, 256K

RAM, DOS 3.0 or higher, Hercules or

IBM Color Graphics Adapter (or

100% compatible). IBM dot matrix

printer (or compatibles) optional

CE352 IBM 5.25" or 3.5" $14.95

I

MyAccoxmtant
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SPA SPECIAL AWARD
OVER 50,000 SOLD!

MATH CLIMBERS™

Perfect for grades 1-6!

MATH CLIMBERS is an educational game

designed to build math skills involving whole

numbers. Choose from any of seven different

levels: addition, subtraction, multiplication,

division, mixed math, Algebra I & II. Each level

can use a base number from 1 to 99. After

selecting a level, your computer will create

math problems that continue to scale a wall

until you answer them correctly. Also available

in Commodore and Apple II family versions!

System requirements: IBM XT. AT, PS'2.

and 100% compatibles. 256K RAM. DOS

2.11 or higher. Monochrome or Color monitor

(or 100% compatible). Commodore and

Apple II family versions require 64K memory.

CE303

CE1403

IBM 5.25" or 3.5"

C64/Apple Flippy

$9.95

S9.95

COMING SOON

Command Performance

Command Performance is an all around

system manager for both home and

business use. The program is packed with

features including a hard disk file manager,

a complete set of desk tools, a usage log.

DOS tutorial and a handful of utilities!

Thoughtline

Thoughtline is an intelligent "conversational

partner" that can help you conceptualize,

develop, and organize your writing. The pro

gram works as a decision-making model, a

tutor, an analyst, and because of it's simplis

tic communication interface - a friend.

Thoughtline allows you to enter in complete

English sentences, and will always respond

with the same. It Is like having your own per

sonal analyst working with you!

Home Draw

Home Draw is a professional architectural

drawing program for the Amiga computer.

A completely mouse driven user interface

features pop-up windows for all of its com

mands. Some of Home Draw's capabilities

include drawing figures, cut and paste,

adding icons, a complete text entry facility

and object oriented commands to pick and

group items for editing.

ANTE-UP at The World

Series of Poker

ANTE-UP at the World Series of Poker is a

100% accurate simulation of the actual

World Series of Poker (WSOP) held annu

ally in Las Vegas. Among the program's fea

ture are 256 color digitized images of former

WSOP champions with digitally recorded

voice and sounds for the ultimate in realistic

computer poker playing.

D) 1990 CompuierEasy (r) International. Incorporated. IBM is a registered trademark International Busness Machines.

Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Other brands are trademarks or registered trademarks of their

respective holders.
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ComputerEasy
Tempe. Arizona 85282414 East Southern Ave.

ORDER BY

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

DAYTIME PHONE (For questions aboul your order.)

SHIP TO (If different from above.)

NAME

ADDRESS

NoPO. Boxes, please

ZF

No P.O. Boxes, please

ORDER

TOLL-FREE

800-522-EASY

8AM-5PM

CANADA 800-423-3387

HOW TO ORDER

Phone Orders...

Call loll-free Monday through

Friday. SAM lo 5PM Mountain

time. Please have your credit

card ready, with the name, and

disk size desired for each time

you're ordering.

Mail Orders...

Use this order form and self

addressed envelope. Charge

your VISA or MasterCard, or

enclose a check or money order

in US Funds. Please indicate

shipment method desired and

include shipping charges. AZ

residents add 6.7% sales tax.

STATE

DESCRIPTION DISK SIZE QTY PRICE AMOUNT

SHIPPING & HANDLING

UPS Ground: S5.00 first 1 or 2 items

add Si .00 for each add. item

(48 states only)

2nd Day Air: $7.00 (or AK. HI)

Add S1.00 for each add. item

SUBTOTAL

SHIPPING & HANDLING

GROUND. 2-DAY AIR

TAX: AZ RESIDENTS ONLY

ADD 6.7% SALES TAX

TOTAL

AddS3.50forC.O.D.

Prices subject to change without notice. DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

METHOD OF PAYMENT

VISA (13 OR 16 DIGITS) MASTERCARD (16 DIGITS) _. CHECK MONEY ORDER

ACCOUNT

NUMBER

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

EXPIRATION

DATE

12 13 14 15 16

MONTH

SIGNATURE OF CARDHOLDER
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